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The aluminium industry is constantly
embarking on new projects and
developing new products. In this
new regular feature, Aluminium
International Today will present the latest
announcements in these areas. If you’d
like the opportunity to be considered for
publication, please contact
nadinefirth@quartzltd.com

Anode rod identification and
indexing
The correct installation of a new rodded anode
into the pot cell is of critical importance. VHE of
Iceland has developed and installed an anode
rod indentification and indexing system.
VHE‘s marking system is installed after the
rodded anode storage area at the delivery
point to the pot rooms. The indexing process is
initiated by the potrooms requesting an anode
for a specific cell. Two lines are marked on the
anode stem using VHE’s powder chalk marking
technology. The first is a fixed index line, always
marked at the same height from the top of the
anode, and provides a manual stand-by option.
The second line is marked at the correct position
for the pot stall in which it is to be inserted, this
data being available in realtime from an Oracle
database. At the same time, a bar code and
six-digit numeric code identifying the potroom,
cell, and stall is laser-printed onto a coated area
near the top of the stem.
A check-system reads the lines and barcode
to ensure correct placement and readability and
the indexed rodded anode is then automatically
delivered to the correct potroom.

Ma’aden selects Quintiq for business planning transformation program
Quintiq, a Dassault Systèmes company has
announced that its planning and optimisation
software solution has been selected by Ma’aden
Aluminium to facilitate a business planning
transformation program.
Ma’aden Aluminium wanted to switch from
volume-driven to demand-driven production
planning. To achieve its targets, it needed
planning software that could integrate internal
planning processes, improve information flow
and support optimal decision-making.
Ma’aden Aluminium chose Quintiq’s solution
for its scalability and optimisation capabilities as
well as its successful track record in the industry.
The solution will optimise the aluminium producer’s internal processes and guide its employees
on industry best practices and strategies.
It will provide Ma’aden Aluminium with
greater visibility of its supply chain, identify
and reduce bottlenecks in production, and

develop expertise in pull-through production.
Quintiq’s scenario planning capabilities will
enable Ma’aden Aluminium’s planners to handle
disruptions effectively while its KPI dashboards
ensure that they see the impact of their planning
decisions on business goals.

Indalum extrusion plant order

Indalum S.A. ordered a complete extrusion
plant with a 3,100 ton, nine inch front-loading press from Danieli Breda for its facility in
Monterrey, Mexico.
The extrusion line will include log storage
and pusher, log heating furnace, log saw, billet
loader, profile quenching unit, roller table and
fly-cut saw system, stretcher, cut-to-length saw,
and ageing furnace. The new press will extend
the company’s product range at the Monterrey
facility, which already provides casting, extrusion, and anodising and painting capabilities.

The front-loading press features a hydraulic
system equipped with new ESED technology
and includes three axial piston main pumps,
each equipped with VFD-Variable Frequency
Drive to optimise energy. The press is designed
to ensure the high quality of the end product,
producing profiles up to 500mm x 250mm.
The unit comprises four cooling zones that
use air mist as the cooling fluid. It utilises
a light and compact design and a tunnel is
divided into four different areas, which help to
guarantee optimal profile cooling and excellent
profile microstructure homogenisation. The
cooling tunnel, which operates by mixing
water/air, is designed to control the Continuous
Cooling Precipitation (CCP).
The quenching unit has excellent cooling
efficiency with low power consumption, and
the cooling gradient can be continuously and
automatically adjusted to reach the ideal cooling curve depending on the specific alloy and
the specific profile design, thus maximising the
mechanical properties of the end-product.

CAN-ENG installation

SensoTech establishes Chinese subsidiary in Shanghai

CAN-ENG Furnaces International Limited has
installed and commissioned a 6000 lb/hour Continuous Mesh Belt Atmosphere Furnace System
for Metex Heat Treating Limited, of Brampton,
Ontario, Canada.
This new system was commissioned for the
hardening and tempering of high volume fasteners and includes a computerised loading system,
mesh belt controlled atmosphere hardening
furnace, oil quench system, mesh belt tempering furnace, pre and post wash systems and a
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
system integrating enhanced features to support compliance with CQI-9 guidelines.

Under the name SensoTech (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
the German industrial company SensoTech has
announced the opening of the Chinese subsidiary in Shanghai.
SensoTech’s business focuses on the development, manufacturing and sales of analytical
instrumentation technology for liquid concentration and density measurement in industrial and
research applications.
The branch in Shanghai intensifies the sales
activities and cooperates closely with SensoTech’s Chinese distribution partners, that have
been active in sales for many years.
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